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Abstract 
 

Hypothesis: We have shown earlier that low molecular weight gels based on N-heptyl-D-

galactonamide hydrogels can be 3D printed by solvent exchange, but they tend to dissolve in 

the printing bath. We wanted to explore the printing of less soluble N-alkyl-D-galactonamides 

with longer alkyl chains. Less soluble hydrogels could be good candidates as cell culture 

scaffolds. 

Experiments: N-hexyl, N-octyl and N-nonyl-D-galactonamide solutions in dimethylsulfoxide 

are injected in a bath of water following patterns driven by a 2D drawing robot coupled to a z-

platform. Solubilization of the gels with time has been determined and solubility of the gelators 

has been measured by NMR. Imbricated structures have been built with N-nonyl-D-

galactonamide as a persistent ink and N-hexyl or N-heptyl-D-galactonamide as sacrificial inks. 

Human mesenchymal stem cells have been cultured on N-nonyl-D-galactonamide hydrogels 

prepared by cooling or by 3D printing.  

Findings: The conditions for printing well-resolved 3D patterns have been determined for the 

three gelators. In imbricated structures, the solubilization of N-hexyl or N-heptyl-D-

galactonamide occurred after a few hours or days and gave channels. Human mesenchymal 

stem cells grown on N-nonyl-D-galactonamide hydrogels prepared by heating-cooling, which 

are stable and have a fibrillar microstructure, developed properly. 3D printed hydrogels, which 

microstructure is made of micrometric flakes, appeared too fragile to withstand cell growth. 
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Introduction 
 

Different kinds of biocompatible 3D printing inks are developed today. They open new 

perspectives to build complex 3D scaffolds for cell culture and tissue engineering [1–5]. Most 

of them are based on polymer, either of natural or synthetic origin. Supramolecular non-

polymeric biocompatible inks, based on low molecular weight hydrogels (LMWG) are less 

represented. To avoid confusion between supramolecular gels based on polymers and 

supramolecular gels based on low molecular weight gelators, they will be called "molecular 

gels" in the rest of the paper. These molecules self-assemble in fibers or other kinds of 

anisotropic aggregates thanks to directional non-covalent interactions. Polar groups and amide 
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bonds of the gelators interact through hydrogen bonding. Alkyl chains and aromatic groups 

interact through Van der Waal interactions and -  stacking. Both kinds of interactions 

between gelator molecules and between gelator molecules and solvent, drive the hydrophilic / 

hydrophobic segregation and lead to the self-assembly into anisotropic objects. The force of 

these interactions depends on the molecular structure and can give more or less dynamic 

assemblies. Compared with polymers, they have specificities that can be exploited to bring 

novelty in various applications of gels [6]. First, they are made of perfectly defined synthetic 

small molecules, leading to high purity and improved reproducibility of the gels. Most of the 

time, they have a well-defined fibrous microstructure, which is scarcely observed with polymer 

hydrogels. The fibers length, width, helicity etc..., vary with the structure of the gelator and can 

be selected on purpose. Due to the absence of covalent links in the structure, these gels are often 

very soft. The softness and the lack of chemical cross-links would be considered clearly as a 

drawback of this kind of gels, making them quite delicate. But in the context of cell culture, 

very soft matrices are required for some kind of cells, such as neurons. Also, the mechanical 

properties such as the modulus, but also the relaxation [7] or remodeling ability [8] are known 

to affect the cell fate. These fragile structures may be more favorable to cell migration in 3D or 

the formation of 3D cell assemblies (spheroids, organoids), because the cell development 

should be less hindered by the surrounding exogenous material [9]. In addition, in some 

conditions, the self-assembly can be well-controlled leading to aligned fibers and fibers tend to 

guide the cellular extensions [10]. Finally, the possible biochemical action and the fate of the 

gelator molecules in contact with cells remains largely unexplored [11],[12]. Because these 

small molecules are not covalently linked, the bioavailability, the interaction with cell 

metabolism are expected to be different compared with polymer hydrogels. Due to all these 

differences, molecular gels bring much novelty when they are used as a scaffold for 3D cell 

culture that deserves to be explored.  

 

3D printing of molecular hydrogels is still in its infancy. Because they are very soft and non-

covalent hydrogels, 3D printing methods are not easily set up and can lead to very fragile 

architectures. Several studies however have led to successful 3D printing of pure molecular 

gels, without the help of polymers (Table 1) [13],[14],[15],[16],[17]. Most of them deal with 

3D printing of peptide hydrogels by “Direct Ink Writing” [18–

20],[21],[22],[23],[24],[25],[13,26,27],[28]. The main application is to produce scaffolds for 

cell culture and demonstrate the coextrusion with cells (bioprinting). The resolution is typically 

in the range from a few mm down to around 200 µm [29],[30]. A lower resolution of 2 µm has 

been obtained by printing the dipeptide diphenylalanine with a lateral by meniscus-driven 3D 

printing. But in this case, the ink setting does not rely on gelation, but on solidification of the 

dipeptide after solvent evaporation [31]. Aside from peptides, very few other kinds of molecular 

gelators have been tested as inks for 3D printing, based on nucleotides/nucleosides [14],[32,33] 

carbohydrate [15],[34], calix[4]arenes [17] or coordination supramolecular hydrogel [35]. 

Table 1 recapitulates the publications describing 3D printing with low molecular weight gels, 

at the exclusion of polymer-LMWG mixtures. Polymer gel / molecular gel dual network mix 

the properties of both kinds of hydrogels [36],[37]. Because of their fragility, several studies 

combine peptide hydrogels and polymer hydrogels to improve notably printability [38].  But 

doing so, they may lose some of the advantages of molecular gels alone. A 3D printed molecular 

gel has also been used as a vehicle for organizing tantalum particles, improving the processing 

and properties of the final material [34]. Aside 3D printing, alternative methods for shaping 

molecular hydrogels also give valuable new techniques for controlling the self-assembly of this 

kind of hydrogels [39],[40],[41,42].  
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In 3D printing relying on simple extrusion or “Direct Ink Writing”, without photocrosslinking, 

keeping a good shape fidelity and resolution relies on different mechanisms [29,30,43–46]. 

First, working with highly viscous inks helps avoid a large spreading of the ink before complete 

gelation. Then, complete gelation of the ink occurs either by cooling and/or by chemical or 

biochemical reaction and/or by solvent exchange (coagulation) and/or by gel network 

reorganization (thixotropy). These triggers operate with different timescales. Cooling and 

solvent exchange can be very fast while thixotropy and chemical reactions are most of the time 

slower phenomena. Thixotropy is highly desirable since it has the advantage of being the most 

compatible with cell survival, therefore, with bioprinting. The resolution and shape fidelity will 

result from the combination of ink spreading -linked to viscosity- and ink setting rate. They 

tend to be antagonistic, e.g. a high viscosity will impair the diffusion of reagents or solvents 

and will slower down thixotropic recover. An appropriate compromise must be found. 

 

Carbohydrate-derived hydrogels are under-represented in this application, because 

carbohydrate derivatives are more difficult to synthetize compared with peptides. However, 

carbohydrate molecular gels easy to synthesize do exist and could be an interesting alternative 

to peptide hydrogels, notably as scaffolds for cell culture [9,14,16,47–52]. They also have a 

well-defined molecular structure, high purity and will bring many differences in contact with 

cells. The differences can come from the microstructure, the mechanical properties, the network 

porosity, the chemical composition, the degradation products. Mixing both peptides and 

carbohydrate molecular gels would be even more relevant for mimicking the chemical 

composition of the extracellular matrix. We work with carbohydrate molecular gels based on 

aldonic, sugar acids linked to aliphatic amines (Fig. 1). Changing the aldonic acid configuration, 

the chain length of the fatty chain and the nature of the linker (e.g. amide, urea or glycine) gives 

rise to hydrogels with various properties and microstructures [40,48,49]. Different gelation 

methods can also be implemented [9,15,40,41]. By solvent exchange, the gelation is triggered 

by injecting a solution of the gelator in dimethylsulfoxide (DMSO) in water [15,40,41]. The 

low solubility of the gelator in water leads to very fast self-assembly in contact with water. We 

have shown that an ink composed of N-heptyl-D-galactonamide (25 to 40 mg/mL) can be 3D 

printed by direct ink writing in well-defined patterns [15]. The objective of the present study is 

to extend the method to other carbohydrate molecular gels and to determine the parameters 

affecting the resolution (printing speed, extrusion rate of the ink, concentration, solubility of 

the gelator). In addition to N-heptyl-D-galactonamide, three new gelators of the same family 

have been studied: N-hexyl-D-galactonamide, N-octyl-D-galactonamide and N-nonyl-D-

galactonamide (Fig. 1). We were also considering the possibility to fabricate 3D printed 

structures more or less persistent by playing on the solubility of the gelator. The structures 

printed with N-heptyl-D-galactonamide tend to dissolve within a few days post-printing. It can 

therefore be used as sacrificial ink. We expected that by increasing the length of the alkyl chain, 

the solubility of the gel in water decreases, leading to structures that will persist in water for a 

long time. By alternating soluble and not soluble 3D printed structures, it should be possible to 

create imbricated architectures and channels. For that, two conditions must be fulfilled: the 

persistent ink must not diffuse into the sacrificial ink layers, and it must be free-standing after 

the sacrificial ink removal. These hypotheses have been tested in this study. 
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Fig. 1. Molecular structure of the gelators 
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Table 1. Review table on 3D printing of Low Molecular Weight Gels, up to 2021 
LMWG composition 3D printing and gelation technique Bioprinting 

(coextrusion 
with cells) 

Cell 
culture 

Type of architecture, resolution** 
Comments 

[reference] 
Year 

EARLY ATTEMPTS  
(gel extrusion without true 3D printing) 

     

Lysine tri- to hexa-peptides Extrusion in saline bath  no* yes hydrogel noodles and droplets not 
spatially organized  

[53] 2015 

 

Calix(4)arene molecular organogels in 
organosilanes and carbon tetrachloride 

Extrusion at air of a viscous thixotropic hydrogel 
paste 

  hydrogel noodles; line width ≈3 mm [17] 2016 
 

      

PEPTIDES      

Diphenylalanine gelators, including 
Fmoc-diphenylalanine (FmocFF) 

Extrusion at air, gelation by DMSO/water mixing 
or pH change 

no no hydrogel frames and lines 
line width ≈3,5 mm 

[19] 2017 
[24] 2021 
 

PeptiGel (Manchester Biogel)  
Alpha1 and AlphaProB  

Extrusion at air, viscosity control yes 
 
 

yes hydrogel mesh  
line width ≈250 µm  

[18] 2017 
 

Fmoc-Tyrosine-aspartic acid (Fmoc-YD) + 
Fmoc-Tyrosine-Lysine (Fmoc-YK) 
 

Droplet printing, fast gelation by opposite 
charge interaction  
 

no*  yes hydrogel mesh 
line width ≈ 250 µm  

[21] 2019 
 

FmocFF + gold and silver nanoparticles Extrusion, gelation by DMSO-water mixing no no lines, line width ≈ 1.9 mm 
For detection applications 

[13] 2019 
 

Tetrapeptides (IIFK / IIZK) Co-axial extrusion with PBS and viscosity control yes  yes 3D printed cylinders > 1 cm height, 
nose model. Wall thickness: ≈ 1 mm 
 

[22] 2021 

Tetrapeptides (IVZK / IVFK) Co-axial extrusion with PBS and viscosity control yes yes hydrogel mesh; line width ≈ 800 µm  [23] 2021 
 

Biogel X peptide hydrogel 
 

Extrusion at air and room temperature - yes providers' websites 

Nonapeptide amphiphiles and 
chromophore amphiphile 
 

Extrusion at air, gelation by ionic cross-linking on 
salt-coated substrates 

yes yes lines; line width ≈ 300 and 100 µm + 
peptide fibers aligned during extrusion 

[25] 2021 
 

Assembling peptide but not gel: 
Diphenylalanine 

Meniscus-guided 3D printing at air 
solidification by fast solvent evaporation at 70°C 

no no Not a gel but solid FF. Complex shapes, 
high resolution: 2 µm. Piezoelectric 

 
[31] 2021 
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CARBOHYDRATES, NUCLEOSIDES/-TIDES      

Guanosine (G) - arylboronate - K+ Extrusion at air, viscosity control and thixotropy, 
gelation by G-K+ quadruplex and boronate esters 

yes yes Hydrogel lines and mesh 
 

[33] 2018 

Cytidine (C)- borate - Ag+  Extrusion at air, viscosity control and thixotropy, 
gelation by C-Ag+ complex and borate esters 

no no but 
wound 
healing 

Hydrogel "E" letter   
[32] 2019 
 

Dibenzylidene sorbitol in butanol + 
tantalum particles 

Extrusion at air, gelation by cooling hot LMWG + 
Tantalum powder slurry 

no no LMWG acts as a structural support for 
printing tantalum; line width = 630 µm 

[34] 2019 

N-heptyl-D-galactonamide Extrusion in water, gelation by DMSO-water 
solvent exchange 

no no hydrogel frames and lines, line width ≈ 
600 µm 
 

[15] 2020  
 

Thymidine grafted phospholipid Extrusion at air, viscosity control, gelation by 
thixotropy recovery 

yes yes hydrogel mesh; line width ≈ 3 mm [14] 2020 

Glucosamine benzylidene derivatives Extrusion at air, viscosity control with 
composition 

no no Line with controlled extrusion rate of 
the gel (no spatial control in 3D); line 
width ≈ 3 mm 

[52] 2021 

Benzylidene sorbitol acylhydrazide 
derivative 

Extrusion in water, gelation by DMSO-water 
solvent exchange 

no yes hydrogel “E” letter with various 
spacing, line width ≈ 700 µm (10 layers)  
 

[16] 2022 

N-alkyl-D-galactonamides Extrusion in water, gelation by DMSO-water 
solvent exchange 

no no hydrogel “F” letter with various 
spacing, up to 10 layers, best line width 
≈ 330 µm (1 layer); 700 µm (10 layers) 
 

This work 

OTHERS      

Folate-Zn2+ Extrusion at air or in solution, viscosity control 
and thixotropy, Gelation by coordination 
reaction  

yes yes Hydrogel patterns; Line width ≈ 4 mm 
 

[35] 2018 
 

Bis-imidazolium amphiphile + acrylate 
monomers  
 

Extrusion at air, gelation by fast thixotropy 
recovery of the supramolecular gel. LMWG = 
structural support for printing free monomers 

no no hydrogel lines, line width ≈ 350 µm 
photocrosslinking after 3D printing, 
double network 
 

[36] 2021 
 

* seeded after printing 
** approximate values have been determined from images provided in the publications. Most of the time they have not been explicitly given by the authors. So, the measure 
has been worked out from the thinner structures found in the Figures. 
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Materials and methods 
 

N-hexyl, N-octyl and N-nonyl-D-galactonamides have been synthetized as previously described in: 

Chalard et al. 2018 [9]. Molecular weights are respectively: 279.33 (GalC6); 293.36 (GalC7); 307.39 

(GalC8); 321.41 (GalC9). N-heptyl-D-galactonamide has been purchased from Innov’Orga. Non-

anhydrous dimethylsulfoxide > 99% from Fisher has been used for printing assays.  

 

Gelator solutions  
 

Solutions of gelators have been prepared by dissolving the gelator in non-anhydrous DMSO at the 

concentration described in the main text. A 1% solution means dissolving 10 mg of the gelator in 1 

mL of DMSO. All gelators readily dissolved in DMSO at room temperature. For GalC8 and GalC9, a 

longer time (around 10 min) can be needed for complete dissolution. Ultrasonication can be used also 

to help dissolution. The vials are selected so that the tip of the printed needle can reach the bottom of 

the vial to take off the whole solution if needed. For fluorescent prints, fluorospheres have been added 

to the gel solution. Green fluorospheres are polystyrene microspheres of diameter 1 µm yellow-green 

(ex/em: 505/510). Red fluorospheres are polystyrene microspheres of diameter 1 µm yellow-green 

(ex/em: 580/605). The microspheres suspension is diluted at 1/10 and 100 µL is added in 1 mL of the 

gelator solution in DMSO. 

 

3D printed patterns with Axidraw (1-layer and 10-layers “F”)  
 

For 3D-printing, a drawing/writing robot, Axidraw V3, was coupled to a syringe pump from Chemyx 

Inc. (Model Fusion 100CR) (Fig. 1). The drawing machine moved along the XY axes, controlled by 

the software Inkscape. The Z-axis height was changed manually by using a Z moving platform. The 

pattern was drawn in Inkscape. The number of layers is determined by stacking as many replicates of 

the initial pattern as desired on the Inkscape drawing. Replicates (and not copy/paste) are drawn in 

continuity to each other without pen lift between replicates. The Axidraw control plugin in Inksape 

makes it possible to control the velocity of the drawing machine, the nozzle moves up and down and 

which pattern is printed. The relation between % velocity and true velocity is given in the 

specifications provided by the manufacturer. It has been checked with a chronometer while drawing a 

24 cm straight line. 1% - 2% - 3% velocity stands for 2 mm/s - 4 mm/s - 6 mm/s respectively. The 

drawing is made at a constant speed (setting: "use constant speed when pen is down"). Before printing, 

the tip height is set at 300 µm, by stacking three cover slides (each having a thickness of 100 µm) and 

by setting the "pen height" in the Axidraw plugin to have contact between the tip and the cover slide. 

The cover slides are then removed, letting a space of 300 µm. Before printing, blank drawings are 

tested to place the patterns conveniently in space. A set square and spirit level are used to refine the 

relative position of the Axidraw the Z-moving platform and the drawing space. 

 

For “F patterns” designed for testing the inks and drawing conditions, the drawing is made in 8 cm 

diameter polystyrene Petri dishes, filled with 25 mL of ultrapure water at room temperature. The 

gelator solutions were extruded in the water bath, setting the distance between the tip and the drawing 

surface at 300 µm. The syringe is filled with the gelator solution and adapted to the syringe pump and 

the Axidraw pen holder with tubing and luer-lock needle adapters. The absence of bubbles in the 

tubing and needle is checked. One drop of solution is brought just at the exit of the nozzle, then wiped 

out. Any solution hanging out of the nozzle may compromise the quality of printing and must be 

removed before printing. Blunt-tip needles 30G (ID 160 µm) gauges have been used.  
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Width and spacing of gel deposit were measured using DinoLite digital microscope (model 

AM7515MZTL, white light or model AM4115T-GRFBY green/red fluorescence) with its 

corresponding software. For the study of the influence of printing speed and extrusion flow rate on the 

width of gel deposit, measurements have been taken at the same positions for every printing.  

 

Cell culture assays 
 

3D printed and thermal gels in 8-well culture chamber slides 

 

3D printing in 8-well culture chamber slides (Labteck) has been performed in a PSM hood. Tubing 

and needles are sterilized with alcohol and allowed to dry before printing. To ensure better stability of 

the printed structures and to get a continuous gel surface, a pattern made of tight lines spaced 500 µm 

apart from each other has been drawn in the wells of an 8-well culture chamber slide in 30 layers. The 

pattern is 7 mm x 6 mm wide. A N-nonyl-D-galactonamide solution (GalC9, MW = 321.37) containing 

10 mg in 1 mL of dimethylsulfoxide (DMSO) in extruded at 7.5 µL/min and printed at 4 mm/s. The z 

platform is moved down 75 µm/layer. Printing is made in a well filled with 1 mL of sterile water. The 

total amount of GalC9 in the 3D printing wells is 2.25 mg (0.007 mmol). The total volume of DMSO 

is 225 µL of DMSO. Besides, gels obtained by cooling are prepared by dissolving 10 mg of GalC9 in 

1 mL of water at 130°C in a sealed vial. After cooling, the gel is removed with a spatula and poured 

into a labteck well. The total amount of GalC9 in these wells is 10 mg (0.031 mmol). To replace water 

with a physiological medium and remove DMSO, all the gels are rinsed by taking off the supernatant 

and adding PBS. Rinsing is first made twice by removing only half of the volume of liquid and adding 

half of the volume with PBS, then twice by removing the maximum of liquid and replacing it with 1 

mL of PBS. The duration of rinsing is at least 15 min each time. In 3D printed gels, fragments 

dissociate at the periphery during rinsing, but the centers stay cohesive. Conversely, gels prepared by 

cooling are very cohesive, they do not dissociate at all upon rinsing. Because the volume of the gels 

prepared by cooling is larger compared with 3D printed gels, they have been rinsed twice more times 

with 1 mL of PBS (4 times). After rinsing, PBS is taken off and replaced by culture medium (α-MEM 

with 10% FBS) and left overnight before seeding the cells. 

 

Isolation of hMSC, cell culture and cell viability assay 

 

Human mesenchymal stem cells (hMSC) derived from white adipose tissue were obtained from 

abdominal dermolipectomy of donors undergoing cosmetic surgery as previously described [54]. In 

brief, the stroma vascular fraction containing MSC were isolated by NB4 collagenase digestion, cells 

were resuspended in α-MEM (Life-Technologies, UK), supplemented with 0.1% (v/v) amphotericin 

B, 1% (v/v) streptomycin/penicillin and 10% FBS, and seeded at 4000 cells/cm² for amplification. 

After 7 days, MSC were trypsinized and seeded 30 000 cells/well on GalC9 hydrogel 3D printed, or 

prepared by cooling, in the 8 well chamber slide. After 7 days of culture in α-MEM 10% FBS, 

fluorescent live–dead staining assay (Molecular probe) was used according to the manufacturer 

instructions to visualize the proportion of viable cells in green (calcein AM) and nonviable cells in red 

(ethidium homodimer-1). Samples were analyzed by confocal microscopy (LSM 880, Carl Zeiss, 

France) and images were processed using Fiji software (National Institutes of Health, USA). 

 

 

3D printing of imbricated structures 
 

3D printing of imbricated structures has been performed with the same experimental set as the 

previous 3D printing of “F” patterns. The pattern of the imbricated structures, shown in Fig.7a, has 

been drawn in Inkscape. A continuous pattern is required, since the syringe flow pump and the 
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Axidraw are not coupled. The ink is continuously extruded regardless of the Axidraw movement. 

Therefore, the pattern designed to print imbricated structures is composed of three full squares 

connected to each other by connecting lines. Ten layers of this pattern were printed with a persistent 

ink to form the foundation of the structure. The connecting lines were then cut manually to enable the 

insertion of an empty square around the central full square. Using sacrificial ink, at least ten layers of 

the empty square pattern were printed until reaching the height of the structure foundation (the number 

of layers has been adapted depending on the gelator, see Table 4). Then ten layers of a full rectangle 

recovering the whole structure were printed with the same persistent ink used for printing the structure 

foundation. The printing of these structures was performed inside 8 cm diameter polystyrene Petri 

dishes, filled with 25 mL of ultrapure water at room temperature. Blunt-tip needles of 30G (ID 160 

µm) gauges have been used. 

 

Electron microscopy 
 

Cryo-scanning electron microscopy (Cryo-SEM) of GalC6, GalC8 and GalC9 3D printed hydrogels 

have been made after high-pressure freezing (HPF) as follow: a piece of the 3D printed hydrogel is 

cut and is inserted between two HPF specimen carriers dedicated for cryofracture (Leica) and it is 

loaded immediately into an ICE HPF machine (Leica). The sample is fixated and frozen within 5 ms 

at 2050 bar and samples are then transferred to cryovials under liquid nitrogen. Then HPF specimen 

carrier with freeze solution is inserted for the preparation chamber Quorum PP3000T. For insertion, 

specimen shuttle cryo stubs and HPF specimen carrier adapter suitable is used follow the description 

of B. Payre and coll. in ref [55]. After the quick transfer under vacuum in the preparation chamber, 

the samples were fractured at -140°C, sublimed at -95°C for 60 min and then coated by platinum 

sputtering. They were at last transferred in the cryo-SEM Quanta 250 FEG chamber and kept at -

140°C for observation with a FEI Quanta 250 FEG scanning electron microscope at an accelerating 

voltage of 5kV. Cryogenization of GalC7 3D printed hydrogel has been made differently: a piece of 

the printed gel is deposited on the cryo-SEM cane and frozen at −220 °C in liquid nitrogen. The frozen 

sample was put at −145 °C under vacuum in the cryo-transfer system chamber (Quorum PP3000 T) 

without fracturing. The freeze-drying was performed at −95 °C for 60 min, then the sample is coated 

by platinum sputtering and introduced in the microscope chamber. Observations are made in the same 

conditions as described above for GalC6, GalC8 and GalC9.  

 

Solubility 
 

GalC6, GalC7, GalC8 and GalC9 powder have been weighted in an NMR tube (amounts from 0.6 to 

3 mg for GalC6 to reach below and above saturation; 1 to 2 mg for the other gelators, corresponding 

to saturation in all cases). 500 µL of a solution of D2O (11.045 g) + DMSO (0.053 g) is added (the 

same solution for all the tubes). Thus, 500 µL of this solution contains 552 mg of D2O and 2.65 mg of 

DMSO. Tubes have been either heated for 10 min at 100°C, or stayed at room temperature (20°C) 

until measurement in NMR spectrometer at 25°C. Then the NMR spectra have been recorded after 

48h (2 days), 110h (5 days), 238h (10 days) to check if the solubilized amount measured corresponds 

to equilibrium. All measurements gave similar values, showing that whatever the method of 

preparation, the amount measured after 48h is stable. It gives the solubility value. Except for GalC6 

samples below 5 mg/mL, all samples still contain fragments of gelator not solubilized, and are thus at 

saturation. The sensitivity of the spectrometer did not enable to reach routinely the values under 

saturation for the other gelators. NMR spectra have been performed on a 300 MHz spectrometer 

(Brüker) with the following parameters: 128 scans for GalC6 to GalC8 and 256 scans for GalC9, D1 

= 5s. The spectrum phase correction and the slope and bias correction of integrals have been made 

with accuracy, since it is critical for the accuracy of the measurement. The difference of concentration 
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measured by weighting and by NMS for samples under saturation obtained with GalC6 is between 7 

to 25%.  

 

Results and discussion 
 

1- 3D printing conditions for N-hexyl, N-octyl and N-nonyl-D-galactonamides 

 

3D printing of alkyl-galactonamide hydrogels is performed by injecting a solution of the gelators in 

dimethylsulfoxide (DMSO) at room temperature in a bath of water. Since these inks are non-viscous 

liquids, the bath must not move to avoid the deformation of the ink jet. As a result, 3D printers devoted 

to the 3D printing of fused materials available in the mainstream market are not convenient for this 

application. Conversely, bioprinters, which can take in charge of printing in more various conditions, 

are compatible but they are quite expensive. For these reasons, in this study, 3D printing has been 

performed with a drawing robot whose writing speed can be set in the adapted range (Axidraw). It has 

been coupled to a syringe pump and a Z-moving manual platform (Fig. 2a). Stepwise manual 

movements in Z are not disturbing, because they are very slow. This set represents cheap but adequate 

equipment for the chemists for testing new 3D printing inks.  

 

 
 
Fig. 2. (a) 3D printing equipment and (b) pattern design with (c) a picture of an actual print. 

 

For printing N-hexyl (GalC6), N-heptyl (GalC7), N-octyl (GalC8) and N-nonyl (GalC9) D-

galactonamides, a solution of the gelator in dimethylsulfoxide (concentrations from 1 to 5 wt%) is 

injected in a bath of water in a polystyrene Petri dish filled with 25 mL of water. The extrusion rate is 

set at 5 – 7.5 – 10 - 15 µL/min and the printing speed at 2 - 4 - 6 mm/s. The needle is placed very close 

to the surface (300 µm) to ensure good adhesion of the gel on the polystyrene surface. When the 

distance is higher, the gel has already partly set when it comes in contact with the polystyrene dish, 

which impairs adhesion. The extrusion rate is selected in a range adapted to the writing speed and in 

the range in which clogging is avoided. Actually, at low extrusion rates the gel tends to clog at the exit 

of the needle. The less soluble is the gelator, the longer is the alkyl chain, the more the gel tends to 
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clog. Clogging can be most often avoided by increasing the printing speed, the extrusion rate and the 

nozzle-printed layer distance. Preliminary experiments enabled to select the concentrations of gelator 

in DMSO adapted to 3D printing, which are 5 wt% (50 mg/mL) for GalC6, 2.5 wt% (25 mg/mL) for 

GalC7 [15] and 1 wt% (10 mg/mL) for GalC8 and GalC9. These concentrations are high enough to 

give a consistent gel that sets quickly and not too high to avoid the gel clogging at the nozzle. The 

concentration of GalC6 needs to be increased at 5 wt% because with inks at 2.5 wt%, the pattern 

dissolved in the water bath very quickly. Conversely, GalC8 and GalC9 are less soluble in water 

compared with GalC6 and GalC7, so they set very quickly in contact with water. Using lower 

concentrations, typically 1 wt%, avoids clogging. 

 

To study the quality of the printed patterns, one-layer patterns and ten-layers patterns have been drawn 

with each gel. To test the shape fidelity and the resolution obtained with the different inks in different 

conditions, a pattern in which the spacings between the lines are 2 mm, 1 mm, 750 µm and 500 µm 

and with straight angles has been drawn (Fig. 2b). On the one-layered patterns, the width of the gel 

lines and the spacing (empty space between two gel lines) have been measured under all the conditions 

tested.  The complete data are reported in Supporting Material SI-1(Fig. SI-1.1 to SI-1.4). In Table 2 

have been gathered the best conditions for each gelator, namely, the conditions giving the best 

resolution, the thinnest lines and the most regular patterns. Examples of patterns with the thinnest 

width and/or the best resolution and the worst resolution for each gelator are shown in Fig. 3a,b 

respectively and in Fig. SI-2.1 to SI-2.3. The best conditions are found mostly by adjusting the 

extrusion rate. A too fast extrusion rate leads to the delivery of an excess of ink, leading to the 

enlargement of the pattern. Conversely, a too low extrusion rate can lead to gel clogging. At medium 

conditions, typically with a printing speed of 4 mm/s and an extrusion rate of 5 µl/min or 7.5 µL/ min, 

the three gelator GalC7, GalC8 and GalC9 can be printed and give well-resolved patterns. With GalC6, 

because the solution in DMSO is more concentrated (5 wt%), the extrusion rate needs to be increased 

to 10 µL/min to avoid clogging.  

 

 

 
 
Fig. 3. Example of patterns with good resolution and bad resolution obtained with (a) GalC9 1wt% 6mm/s 7.5 

µL/min; (b) GalC9 1wt% 2mm/s 15 µL/min. Similar comparison is given in SI-2 for GalC6, GalC7 and GalC8. 

 

 

To quantify the quality of the patterns, for each condition the width of the gel deposit was measured 

at the same points. 22 points of measurement, designated as “Positions" have been selected along the 

pattern and are shown in Fig. SI-3.1. These positions are numbered following the printing path. A 

mean of the 22 widths measured and the smallest width out of these 22 positions are reported in Table 

2. Typical pattern widths with these inks are in the range of 600 to 900 µm for 1 layer and 1 mm to 

1.5 mm for 10 layers. The best resolution observed was 330 µm with one layer of GalC9 1 wt% at 7.5 
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µL/min and 2 mm/s. This resolution was however not constant all over the pattern (see Fig. SI-3.2). 

To know if the width irregularity along a pattern was systematic or not, we gathered all the 

measurements of the widths of one-layered gel deposit in a heatmap analyzing the width on 22 

positions (Fig. 4). The green color represents the thinner gel lines while the red color represents the 

larger gel lines. Generally, larger gel deposits (in red) are observed at a printing speed of 2 mm/s and 

an extrusion rate of 20 µL/min for all gelators. Thinner gel deposits are mainly observed at a printing 

speed of 4 mm/s and/or 6 mm/s and an extrusion rate of 5 µL/min, except for GalC6, where clogging 

issues were encountered at these conditions. This tendency is expected, since the pattern is enlarged 

when the volume of ink delivered per surface unit increases [15]. This tendency is also illustrated in 

the graphs giving the relation between the extrusion rate and the pattern width at one position (Fig. 

SI-3.3 to SI-3.5). The heating map also shows that GalC9 tends to give systematically thinner patterns, 

which is related to the very fast setting of this gelator, due to its very low solubility in water (see 

section 4). More in detail, the heating map also revealed that repeatedly, in some positions (positions 

8, 9, 14,15, 20, 21), the gel deposit tends to be thinner compared with the rest of the pattern. These 

positions correspond to the lines coming back parallel to a line that has just been written, at less than 

1 mm of distance. It may be mainly due to the fact that the ink is stopped by the line of the gel already 

set, making this second line thinner. A last method of multivariate analysis was applied to the width 

measurements: on each of the 22 positions, the number of times that the minimum or the maximum 

width has been recorded for this position has been counted. The results are reported in Table SI-3.6. 

It shows that the gel deposit tends to be thinner at the beginning of the print and enlarges wider and 

wider until the end of the print. This phenomenon can be due to the fact the proportion of DMSO 

around the pattern increases all along the print. DMSO may decrease the speed of self-assembly of the 

gelators by increasing the solubility locally in a DMSO/water mixture. This assumption is also 

supported by the fact that this phenomenon is mostly observed when the extrusion rate is high, 

dispensing much larger volumes of DMSO. This tendency can also be seen on the heatmap (Fig. 4). 

 
Table 2. Best 3D printing conditions for N-alkyl-D-galactonamide hydrogels and resulting line widths 

 Gelator Printing speed 

(mm/s) 

Extrusion rate 

(µL /min) 

Mean width of 

well-defined 

patterns (mm) 

Smallest width 

observed (mm) 

1 layer 

GalC6 5 wt% 
4 10 0.617 0.449 

6 20 0.872 0.691 

GalC7 2.5 wt% 
4 5 0.771 0.558 

6 5 0.788 0.490 

GalC8 1 wt% 6 5 0.822 0.653 

GalC9 1 wt% 
2 7,5 0.667 0.332* 

6 7,5 0.903 0.817 

10 layers 

GalC6 5 wt% 4 10 1.565 1.338 

GalC7 2.5 wt% 4 5 1.203 1.013 

GalC8 1 wt% 6 5 1.310 1.121 

GalC9 1 wt% 6 5 1.062 0.702 
In this Table are analyzed the more regular patterns observed with the different hydrogels and printing conditions, either 

in 1 layer or 10 layers. "Mean width" is calculated as the mean of widths measured on 22 positions along the pattern (see 

SI-3.1 for the location of the 22 positions). "Smaller width" represents the smaller value out of these 22 positions.  

* represents the smallest width that has been reached. However, this condition has not been considered as the best printing 

condition due to irregular widths in other parts of the pattern (see Fig. SI-3.2) 
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Fig. 4. Heatmap of widths of one-layered gel deposit. Cells are colored according to the measured width, in 

green for low values and red for high values. The measurements are grouped on the y-axis by gelator and by 

conditions (PS: printing speed (mm/s), ER: extrusion rate (µL/min). The heatmap chart was generated by using 

conditional formatting in MS Excel. 

 

 

2- Ten layers prints 

 

The shape fidelity has also been tested for the four gels on a 10 layers pattern, in the best conditions 

selected from the preceding study (Fig. 5). As far as GalC9 is concerned, a small adaptation of the 

extrusion rate was needed, which was decreased from 7.5 µl/min to 5 µL/min. Indeed, the behavior of 

the gel slightly changes when printing multiple layers compared to the printing of a single layer. It 

may be due to the vicinity of the first layer which impacts the printing conditions of the second and 

subsequent layers. During the printing of the 10 layers, the Z-moving platform is moved down 

stepwise manually, around 75 µm/layer. This value corresponds to the height measured for a one-layer 

deposit of GalC7 [15]. 
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Fig. 5. Ten layers print (a): GalC6 5wt% (4mm/s, 10 µL/min); (b): GalC7 2.5wt% (4mm/s, 5µL/min); (c): 

GalC8: 1wt% (6mm/s, 5µL/min); (d) GalC9: 1wt% (6mm/s, 5 µL/min); (e) 3D view of a 10 layers print with 

GalC7 2.5wt%. 

 

The width of the pattern decreases with the solubility of the gelator, which decreases when the length 

of the fatty chain increases, in the order GalC6 (1.6 mm) > GalC7  GalC8 (1.3 mm) > GalC9 (1.1 

mm) (mean width over the 22 positions). The smaller width for 10 layers (700 µm) is obtained with 

GalC9 (Table 2). This trend is related to the fact that the less soluble is the gelator, the faster it sets in 

contact with water, thus giving a thinner pattern. However, the fast setting of GalC9 can be a drawback 

while stacking layers since the layers are less likely to adhere to one another.  

 

3- Microstructure  

 

The microstructure of the 3D printed gels has been observed by Cryo Scanning Electron Microscopy 

(cryo-SEM). We observed that the two galactonamides with the shorter alkyl chains GalC6 and GalC7 

give 3D printed hydrogels with a fibrous microstructure. The self-assembled fibers are more than tenth 

microns length.  The two galactonamides with the longer alkyl chains GalC8 and GalC9 give 3D 

printed hydrogels formed of very short flat ribbons, shorter than 5 microns length. They merely look 

e
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like flakes with more or less the same dimension in width and length (Fig. 6). These differences in 

microstructure are likely to have an impact on the gel cohesion. The supramolecular fiber formation 

and other mechanisms related, such as branching, are linked to the supersaturation of the gelator in 

solution. By increasing the chain length, the solubility of the gelator decreases, affecting the 

availability of free gelator molecules in solution, impairing the fiber growth on long distances 

[56],[57].  

 

 
Fig. 6. CryoSEM giving the microstructure of the 3D printed hydrogels: (a) GalC6; (b) GalC7; (c) GalC8; (d) 

GalC9 scale bar = 10 µm and mean fibers width table. 

 
 

4- Solubility 

 

After printing the 10-layers patterns, we observed that the GalC6 and GalC7 patterns tend to dissolve 

in few hours or days in the bath of water in which they have been printed. This observation about 

dissolution rose the question of quantifying the solubilities of the four alkyl-D-galactonamides. For 

this purpose, the concentration of free gelator in equilibrium with the gel or solid-state has been 

measured by NMR. The measured solubility corresponds to the solubility of the gelators in D2O. In 

surfactant systems, D2O is known to make stronger hydrogen bonds which tends to lower the Critical 

Micellar Concentration (CMC) compared with CMC in H2O. Thus, the quantity of free molecules is 

expected to be lower in D2O compared with H2O. This trend increases with the alkyl chain length [58]. 

It must be taken into consideration in the results. However, we preferred this method which gives a 

direct measurement of the free molecules without manipulating the samples. Measuring the solubility 

in H2O involves taking off the aqueous phase, filtrating this solution to remove the small self-

assembled aggregates and water removal. All these steps tend to increase the inaccuracy. Also, we 

cannot be sure that only free molecules are measured, since small aggregates can pass through the 

filter. The N-alkyl-D-galactonamides / water mixtures have been prepared directly in NMR tubes at 
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different concentrations in D2O and DMSO was added as an internal standard. After 2 days, 5 days 

and 10 days at 20°C (after preparation by a 10 min heating or only at room temperature), the presence 

of a gel or any solid structure is assessed by visual inspection and NMR spectrum is recorded. Well-

resolved signals have been obtained for all the gelators whatever the concentration and the presence 

of gel. These signals have been assigned to the free gelator fraction and quantified. The fraction of 

gelator molecules self-assembled in fibers or in solid form does not give any observable signal [59]. 

In saturated samples, for every gelator, all the concentrations measured by NMR were close to each 

other, whatever the method of preparation and equilibration time. The mean value, corresponding to 

the solubility is given in Table 3. By decreasing the concentration, for the most soluble gelator GalC6, 

it was possible to measure the concentration of dilute solutions, below the gelation threshold. On those 

samples, the difference between concentrations calculated from weighing and the concentrations 

measured by NMR varied from 7 to 25%. For less soluble gelators, it was not possible to get the 

measure at a low concentration. The quantities involved are below the balance and/or NMR resolution 

and the mixtures are heterogeneous (solid gelator + water). It precluded the preparation of low 

concentration samples by dilution.  

 
Table 3. Solubility of N-hexyl, N-heptyl, N-octyl, N-nonyl-D-galactonamides  

Gel  GalC6 GalC7 GalC8 GalC9 

Solubility  

(µmol/mL)  

NMR (in D2O) 5.3 1.2 0.3 0.07 

TGA (in H2O) 5.0 1.2 0.7 - 

 

The solubilities measured by NMR have been also compared with previous results obtained for GalC6, 

GalC7 and GalC8 by thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) [9] (Table 3). With this technique, a gel was 

prepared in H2O by the same method as described for NMR. After 21h, the gel was compressed and 

the aqueous phase was filtrated at 220 nm. The ratio between the water and the solid fraction of the 

filtrate was then measured by TGA. A quite good correlation between the two kinds of measurements 

was obtained. It confirmed the solubility values and the relevance of the methods used, despite the 

specificities of each method discussed above. 

 

These measurements also revealed that quite unexpectedly, the hydrolysis of the amide bond occurs 

quite easily upon heating. Even though neither base nor acid are added, after 20 minutes of heating at 

100°C, new signals start to be observed in NMR and increased with the heating time. They correspond 

to the alkylammonium. This assignment is confirmed by a peak corresponding to the alkylammonium 

in mass spectrometry. Also, a new doublet for the C2 of the carbohydrate (-CHOH-CONH) is also 

seen -0.17 ppm upfield, while the other carbohydrate signals are not strongly affected, in accordance 

with the hypothesis of a simple hydrolysis (see SI-4).  

 

 

5- Imbricated structures and channels using soluble and persistent N-alkyl-D-galactonamides  

 

Taking advantage of the quite fast dissolution of GalC6 and GalC7 patterns, we used these two 

hydrogels as sacrificial inks to test the possibility to form channels. When the gel is deposited during 

printing, it is not at the thermodynamic equilibrium. Then the pattern slowly dissolves to reach the 

solubility equilibrium in the 25 mL of pure water, leading in some cases to complete dissolution.   

 

To perform the experiments, we printed imbricated structures using either GalC6 or GalC7 as the 

sacrificial inks and GalC9 as a persistent ink. A first pattern of three full squares has been printed with 

10 layers of GalC9. Then an empty square has been printed with either GalC6 or GalC7 around the 

GalC9 middle square (10 layers of 2.5% GalC7 or 60 layers of 1% GalC7 or 20 layers of 5% GalC6 

are needed to reach the level of the GalC9 hydrogel). Then a third pattern, a full rectangle, is printed 
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with GalC9 on the top of the whole structure, in 10 layers (Fig. 7a). After printing, the dissolution of 

GalC6 or GalC7 hydrogels is inspected visually and has been reported in Table 4. The formation of 

empty channels under the GalC9 top layers is checked. A 2.5% GalC6 hydrogel dissolved within 1h. 

Since printing the top layer of the structure required more than 20 minutes, this rate of the sacrificial 

layer dissolution is too fast. To slow-down the dissolution rate, GalC6 with a higher concentration has 

been used (5 wt%). The complete dissolution then occurred after 5 days. As far as GalC7 is concerned, 

at 2.5% no significant change had been observed for 7 days in 25 mL of water, thus the amount of 

water was doubled to 50 mL. The gel finally dissolved after another week in 50 mL of water. GalC8 

hydrogels slowly and partly dissolves within 14 days in 25 mL of water. A thin layer of gel is persistent 

over months. Finally, GalC9 hydrogels did not dissolve after several months and thus have been 

considered as persistent gels. The final concentrations of the gelators printed in a 10 layers pattern in 

a bath of 25 mL have been calculated and compared to the solubilities (Table 4). For GalC6, GalC7 

and GalC8, these concentrations are always lower than the solubility measured by NMR. It explains 

the solubilization of the structures with time and confirms that they can be used as sacrificial inks. 

Conversely, the final concentration of GalC9 is higher than its solubility, which explains that it does 

not dissolves, confirming that is can be used as a persistent ink. To avoid dissolution, it is possible to 

remove a large volume of water after printing. A large volume of water is used to ensure the quick 

dilution of DMSO, so that it would not modify too much the properties of the coagulation bath. But 

after printing, this large volume can be removed to preserve the structures from further dissolution. 

Fig. 7b-d shows that empty channels have been successfully formed after the dissolution of the GalC7 

sacrificial hydrogel. The different printed gels can be imbricated properly. Extra examples are given 

in SI-5. It means that GalC7 or GalC6 hydrogels can support the printing of top layers of GalC9. The 

GalC9 solution does not diffuse within the sacrificial hydrogels during the printing process: it would 

have led to some filling of the channels with GalC9. Also, the printed GalC9 gel is stiff and cohesive 

enough to not collapse nor bend under its own weight after the dissolution of layers below. It is stiff 

and cohesive despite its supramolecular microstructure made of micrometric flakes. The resulting 

patterns made of GalC9 with the channels are kept unchanged after several months in the water bath. 

To better image the interlocking of the hydrogels, the nested structure has been printed also with green 

and red fluorospheres. The structure is still well-defined but charging the ink with fluorospheres tends 

to make the hydrogel more brittle (Fig. 7e). It dissociates easily when the bath is moved.  

 
Table 4. Dissolution rates of 3D-printed hydrogels of GalC6. GalC7 and GalC8 imbricated with a 3D printed 

GalC9 hydrogel. Final concentrations of N-hexyl, N-heptyl, N-nonyl-D-galactonamides (resp. GalC6, GalC7, 

GalC9) in the 25mL water bath after printing 10 layers of the imbricated structures. 

 

* For GalC8 the values are given for a “F” pattern (not for an imbricated pattern) 

Gelators GalC6 GalC7 GalC8 (*) GalC9 

Concentration (% w/v) 2.5 5 1 2.5 1 1 

Number of layers 10 20 60 10 10 20 

Time required to completely 

dissolve the layers of gel 

(visual inspection) 

1h 5 

days 

7 

days 

7 days in 25 mL 

+ 7 days in 50 

mL 

Partly dissolved until 

saturation of the bath in 

the first days. then 

unchanged over 14 days 

No significant 

changes over 1 

month 

Volume of gel injected in 

25mL of water (µL) 

 10.3 9.2 10.3 10.6 112.69 

Final concentrations of 

gelators in 25 mL of water 

(µmol/mL) 

 0.074 0.013 0.035 

 

0.014 0.14 

Solubility in D2O measured 

by NMR (from Table 3) 

(µmol/mL) 

5.3 1.2 0.3 0.07 
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Fig. 7. (a) 3D printing pattern and sequence; (b) Imbricated gel structure just after printing (top view) (base and 

top rectangle are made of GalC9, the sacrificial square is made of GalC7). (c,d) 3D printed structure after 

complete dissolution of GalC7 after 7 days (c: side view and d: bottom view). (e) Imbrication of a GalC9 gel 

with red fluorospheres and a GalC7 gel with green fluorospheres. 

 

6- Human Mesenchymal stem cell culture on GalC9 hydrogels 

 
In our previous study, we have shown that cell culture of human neural stem cells was possible on N-

heptyl-D-galactonamide (GalC7) hydrogels prepared by slow cooling of a hot aqueous solution of this 

gelator into culture wells. The gel sets upon cooling. However, after 7 days, the amount of remaining 

gel was very low. To stabilize the culture before immunostaining and to avoid washing out the cells, 

it was necessary to embed the whole culture in a transparent acrylamide hydrogel. When GalC7 

hydrogels are prepared by wet spinning (with a solvent exchange method similar to the 3D printing 

method), cell culture was possible during 2 days only. The gels were too fragile, notably because the 

supramolecular fibers formed in these conditions are much thinner (≈140 nm width) compared with 

the fibers of gels prepared by cooling (≈0.5 to 35 µm width). We also reasoned on solubility data, 

which show that GalC7 can be solubilized in a large amount of water, explaining the gel fragility. By 

lengthening the alkyl chain, we obtained a less soluble gelator, the N-nonyl-D-galactonamide GalC9. 

We started to explore the suitability of GalC9 gels prepared with both methods. 3D printed hydrogels 

are first printed in wells filled with water (Fig. SI 6a). Then hydrogels obtained by heating-cooling are 

prepared in vials and transferred in the wells. All wells are rinsed progressively with PBS to remove 

water and/or DMSO. These rinsing steps do not change the macroscopic aspect of gels prepared by 

cooling. They kept a very good cohesion before and after PBS rinsing which is related to the fibrillar 

microstructure (Fig. 8e). No fragment nor isolated bundles of fibers can be seen around the gel (Fig. 

8d, blue frames). Besides, 3D printed hydrogels disintegrate in part when water is replaced by PBS 

(Fig. 8d, brown frames). Fragments dissociates in the periphery of the printed structure, but a cohesive 

core remained. This fragility is related to the microstructure. As seen in Fig 6d, the gel has lost the 

fibrillar structure and is made of flakes.  
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Human mesenchymal stem cells derived from adipose tissue are seeded on GalC9 hydrogels prepared 

by cooling or by 3D printing. After 7 days of culture, a live dead assay is performed. On the gels 

prepared by cooling, numerous elongated live cells are observed (Fig. 8e and SI 6c). It shows that the 

cells have adhered to the gel and that the gel is suitable for cell culture. The volume of gel is still very 

large after 7 days (Fig. 8c, blue frames), contrary to what has been observed in a previous work with 

GalC7 hydrogels [9]. This has been ascribed to the much lower solubility of GalC9 compared with 

GalC7. Conversely, 3D printed gels are not cohesive enough to withstand cell growth for 7 days (Fig. 

8a,b,c, brown frames). It impaired a complete analysis of the cell culture on 3D-printed hydrogels. 

Some cells found on these fragments are alive but they are rather round (Fig. 8f). Short extensions are 

sometimes observed. Both hydrogel fibers are composed of only GalC9 molecules. 

 

The difference between the two modes of preparation lies in the microstructure of the gel fibers and 

the possible residual amount of DMSO in 3D printed hydrogels. However, 3D-printed gels have been 

extensively rinsed to remove DMSO. The calculated residual concentration is below 0.2 µL/mL. At 

such a concentration, strong deleterious effects on cells are not expected [60,61]. Thus, we make the 

hypothesis that difference of cell behavior would be merely related to the microstructure. In gels 

prepared by cooling, the microstructure is made of large and long flat ribbons, some being larger than 

10 µm. In 3D printed gels, it is made of short micrometric flakes explaining that this gel is less 

cohesive. At the microscopic level, the mechanical properties of these two gels are probably very 

different and could have a significant effect on the cell culture stability. 
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Fig. 8. Cell culture assay with human mesenchymal stem cells on N-nonyl-D-galactonamide hydrogel (GalC9). 

Aspect of GalC9 hydrogel in the 8 well chambers slide prepared by cooling a hot solution (blue frames) or by 

3D printing (brown frames): (a) after 3D printing in water; (b) after rinsing with PBS; (c) after 7 days of culture. 

(d) Transmission Electron Microscopy of N-nonyl-D-galactonamide hydrogel prepared by cooling (Electron 

microscopy of 3D printed gels are in Fig. 6). (e,f) Live-dead assays of hMSC after 7 days of culture  on a N-

nonyl-D-galactonamide hydrogel GalC9 (e) prepared by cooling (f) prepared by 3D printing. 

 

 

Conclusion 
 

In this work, we showed that carbohydrate molecular hydrogels of N-alkyl-D-galactonamides can be 

3D printed by a solvent exchange method. The principle has been shown precedingly with N-heptyl-

D-galactonamide, but the resulting printed gels were quite soluble in water (1.2 µmol/mL) and too 

fragile to sustain cell culture [15,41]. To solve this problem, we extended the method to more 

hydrophobic gelators, such as N-nonyl-D-galactonamide, which solubility in water is much lower 

(0.07 µmol/mL). Imbricated constructions with N-hexyl or N-heptyl-D-galactonamides as sacrificial 
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inks and N-nonyl-D-galactonamide as non-soluble ink have been made. After the dissolution of the 

N-hexyl or N-heptyl-D-galactonamide hydrogels, free-standing and persistent structures of N-nonyl-

D-galactonamide hydrogel with empty channels are obtained. 

 

Concerning cell culture, human mesenchymal stem cells developed well on N-nonyl-D-galactonamide 

hydrogels prepared by cooling a hot aqueous solution of the gelator. The gel is highly cohesive and 

fibrous. It is still cohesive and not visually degraded after 7 days of culture. It is a strong improvement 

compared with hydrogels of N-heptyl-D-galactonamide used in our previous work. On the latter, the 

cell culture was limited to 7 to 10 days, because the gel was nearly completely eliminated after this 

time [9]. This comparison shows that lengthening the alkyl chain is thus a good strategy to increase 

the durability of these molecular gels. Conversely, on 3D-printed hydrogels of N-nonyl-D-

galactonamide the cell development is not good. These 3D printed gels are made of an assembly of 

self-assembled flakes instead of long fibers. This microstructure makes these hydrogels friable which 

precludes cell culture and a complete analysis of the samples. Since the chemical composition of the 

scaffolds is the same in both conditions (only made of N-nonyl-D-galactonamide), these results also 

showed that the cell fate is probably affected primarily by the microstructure of the gel.  

 

Thus, in this work, the stability of the 3D printed gels has been improved thanks to the use of gelators 

of low solubility. But this stability has been gained to the detriment of the fibrillar structure, leading 

to friable gels. The decrease of supramolecular fiber length is linked to the decrease of solubility 

during the self-assembling process [56,57]. Thus, a next improvement would be to find 3D printing 

conditions in which the solubility is high enough all along this process. We expect it would give 

molecular hydrogels of low solubility with a fibrillar structure and a good mechanical strength, making 

them suitable for cell culture. 

 

Beyond applications to cell culture scaffolds, the 3D printing method developed here show that it is 

possible to get free-standing hydrogels made by 3D printing without any polymer. This strategy can 

be extended to molecular gels with other chemical structures [16,40]. It could be extended also to 

inorganic colloidal species. These species must be able to percolate under solvent exchange conditions 

or at the interface between two miscible solvents [62]. Gels of inorganic nanoparticles used to prepare 

aerogels may be adapted to this technique [63]. They could give interesting architectures is coupled 

to the present 3D printing method. Finally, by taking the adequate gelator, the structure dissolves 

spontaneously with time. The gel could be used as a vehicle to print other compounds before 

eliminating the scaffold by simple dissolution. Implementation of co-extrusion methods [64] and 

printing in colloidal baths to improve resolution [65] could further extend the scope of this technique. 
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SI-1- Images of the patterns in different conditions of printing for one layer 
 
Fig. SI-1.1: Images of one-layer hydrogels of N-hexyl-D-galactonamide (concentration 5 wt%, 50 
mg/mL in DMSO), printed in different conditions of printing speed and extrusion rate 
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Fig. SI-1.2: Images of one-layer hydrogels of N-heptyl-D-galactonamide (concentration 2.5 wt%, 25 
mg/mL in DMSO), printed in different conditions of printing speed and extrusion rate  
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Fig. SI-1.3: Images of one-layer hydrogels of N-octyl-D-galactonamide (concentration 1 wt%, 10 
mg/mL in DMSO), printed in different conditions of printing speed and extrusion rate 
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Fig. SI-1.4: Images of one-layer hydrogels of N-nonyl-D-galactonamide (concentration 1 wt%, 10 
mg/mL in DMSO), printed in different conditions of printing speed and extrusion rate 
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SI-2 Best and worst patterns  
 

Fig. SI-2.1. Selection of the thinnest width, the best resolution and the worst resolution 
respectively of GalC6 5 wt% at (a) 4mm/s and 10 µL/min; (b) 6mm/s and 20 µL/min; (c) 2mm/s 
and 20 µL/min. 

 
 
Fig. SI-2.2: Selection of the thinnest width, the best resolution and the worst resolution 
respectively of GalC7 2,5 wt% at (a) 4 mm/s and 5 µL/min; (b) 6 mm/s and 5 µL/min; (c) 2mm/s 
and 20 µL/min.  

 
 
Fig. SI-2.3: Selection of the best and the worst resolution respectively of GalC8 (a) 6mm/s 5 
µL/min (b) 2mm/s 20 µL/min  
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SI-3- Pattern positions and best resolution with GalC9 ink  
 
Fig. SI-3.1: Scheme representing the “positions” of the 22 points of measurement.  

 
 
Fig. SI-3.2: Picture of a GalC9-printed pattern displaying the smallest width that could be obtained, 
and also the irregularity of the gel deposit width.  
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Fig. SI-3.3: Pattern width as a function of extrusion rate, at different printing speeds for GalC7 2.5 
wt% ink 

 
Fig. SI-3.4: Pattern width as a function of extrusion rate, at different printing speeds for GalC7 2.5 
wt% ink 

 
Fig. SI-3.5: Pattern width as a function of extrusion rate, at different printing speeds for GalC7 2.5 
wt% ink 
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Table SI-3.6: Table of the occurrence of minimum and maximal width at each position  

 
 
For each printed pattern, width of the gel deposit was measured at the “Positions”. The 
measurements were then sorted from the lowest value to the highest value. Then the positions are 
ranked from the position who gave the lowest value to the position that gave the highest value. 
Finally, the number of times a position appears at each rank is reported on the table. As an example, 
the position number 1 has been the minimum value twelve times, conversely, the position 22 has 
been the maximum value eight times. 
  
Conditional formatting was applied line by line, which means that within a line the cells of the table 
are colored in a gradient of green where the cell containing the minimum number is not colored, and 
the color green gets more and more intense as the number increases. As an example: in the first line 
(min), 12 is the highest number, therefore the cell containing the number 12 is colored with the most 
intense green. Whereas in the seventh line, 6 is the highest number, therefore each cell containing 
the number 6 are colored with the most intense green.  
 
As presented in this table, the gel deposit tends to be thinner at the beginning of the print, and 
enlarges wider and wider until the end of the print. We can observe a cluster of intense green cell at 
the top left part of the table [position from 1 to 9- range form min to 11] and a cluster of green cells 
at the bottom right part of the table [position from 16 to 22, range from 16 to max]. 
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SI-4- Hydrolysis of N-alkyl-D-galactonamide gel upon heating at 100°C – NMR data 
 
N-alkyl-D-galactonamides solutions in D2O are heated at 100°C for a time indicated in each 
spectrum. Signals of hydrolysis corresponding to the alkylammonium have been identified in the 
spectra and increased with the heating duration. Peak assignments are given in spectrum SI-4.2 
 

SI-4.1- NMR spectrum of a suspension of N-octyl-D-galactonamide after 10 minutes at 100°C and 
18h at room temperature 
 
Particles of N-octyl-D-galactonamide powder are still in suspension. Concentration of GalC8 (total 
powder introduced): 5.5 µmol/mL in D2O. DMSO as internal standard 
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SI-4.2. NMR spectrum of a suspension of N-octyl-D-galactonamide after 1h at 100°C 
 
Particles of N-octyl-D-galactonamide powder are still in suspension. Concentration of GalC8: 9.9 
µmol/mL in D2O. DMSO as internal standard 

 
SI-4.3. MS spectrum of a suspension of N-octyl-D-galactonamide after 1h at 100°C (sample SI-4.2) 

 
Similar NMR and MS spectra have been obtained for N-nonyl-D-galactonamide in the same 
condition, with m/z = 144.1752 (intensity 100%), corresponding to C9H19-NH3

+ 
 

Peak at m/z 130.1597 (intensity 100%): C8H17-NH3
+ 
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SI-4.4. NMR spectrum of a suspension of N-heptyl-D-galactonamide after 10 min at 100°C and 48h at 
R.T. 
 
Particles of N-heptyl-D-galactonamide powder are still in suspension. Concentration of GalC7 (total 
powder introduced): 2.35 µmol/mL in D2O. DMSO as internal standard 
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SI-4.5. NMR spectrum of a suspension of N-heptyl-D-galactonamide after 20 min at 100°C  
 
A gel is formed in the whole volume of solution. Few particles of N-heptyl-D-galactonamide powder 
are still in suspension. Concentration of GalC7 (total powder introduced): 2.35 µmol/mL in D2O. 
DMSO as internal standard 
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SI-5 Other examples of imbricated structures before and after dissolution of the sacrificial 
ink 

 
Fig. SI-5.1: Superposition of 10 layers of GalC9 1% gel on 20 layers of GalC6 gel 5%. Pictures taken 
(a) just after the printing, (b) after 5 days.  

 
 
Fig. SI-5.2: Superposition of 10 layers of GalC9 1% gel on 10 layers of GalC7 gel 2.5%. Pictures taken 
(a) just after the printing, (b) after 7 days (c) after addition of 25mL of water and another 7 days   
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SI-6 – Supplementary images of cell culture assays 
 

  

 
Fig. 8. (a,b) 3D printing equipment for cell culture assays (Axidraw, Fusion Syringe pump, manual 

Z micrometric platform); (c) Live-dead assays of mesenchymal stem cells after 7 days on a N-nonyl-

D-galactonamide hydrogel prepared by cooling a hot solution. 
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